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(57) Abstract

A radio link switching scheme in which a communication between the base station and the mobile station is carried out through the
radio link given in terms of flames while providing a switching timing information formed by a layer 1 bit data in each flame of the radio
link such as a unique word, a flag, a housekeeping bit, and a frame number. Then, the switching timing information in at least one of the
flames of the radio link at the base station is changed to indicate a switching of the radio link whenever a need for switching the radio link
between the base station and the mobile station arises, and transmitted to the mobile station. At the base station, the radio link is switched

at a switching timing which is a prescribed period of time after each flame in which the switching timing information is changed, while at
the mobile station the radio link is switched at a switching timing which is a predetermined period of time after each flame in which the
changed switching timing information is detected.
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DESCRIPTION

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SWITCHING RADIO LINKS

IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a radio link

switching scheme suitable for an intra-base station radio

link switching._

BACKGROUND ART

In recent years, the mobile communication for carrying

out communications by utilizing radio links between base

stations and mobile stations has come to be widely used.

The service area of such a mobile communication is formed

by a multiplicity of cells (or zones), where a base station

is provided in each cell. Thus, usually, the mobile station

which moves within a certain cell is going to carry out the

communication through a prescribed radio link with the base

station provided in that certain cell. Here, the radio link

used is not necessarily fixed to a particular one, and will

be switched as the need arises.

There are two types of the radio link switching

required in the mobile communication, including the inter-

base station radio link switching and an intra—base station

radio link switching. The inter—base station radio link

switching is executed in a case of changing the base

station in communication with the mobile station, as the

mobile station moves from a cell of the currently

communicating base station to a neighboring cell of another

base station. On the other hand, the intra-base station

radio link switching is executed in a case the degradation
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of the radio link quality is caused by the interference

from the other base station or mobile station. A

conventional scheme for this intra—base station radio link

switching will now be described.

In the digital mobile telephone system currently in

practical use, the intra—base station radio link switching

within one and the same base station is handled by the

identical scheme as in the inter-base station radio link

switching, which proceeds according to the sequence chart

shown in Fig. 1 as follows.

Namely, while the base station and the mobile station

are in communication by using the transceiver circuit of

the base station, when this transceiver circuit detects the

this

fact is notified to a control circuit of the base station

degradation of the quality of the radio link in use,

in a form of a link switching request (step S101). In

the control circuit makes the selection of unused

and time—slot (step S103),

notifies the selected wire link to an exchanger station.

Then,

with respect to the notified wire link in addition to the

response,

wire link, frequency, and

the exchange station makes the signal transmission

wire link currently in use (step S105) while the control

circuit notifies the selected frequency and the time—slot

to the transceiver circuit connected with the selected wire

link.

The transceiver circuit which received this notice

then generates the new radio link synchronization signal

according to the notified frequency and the time—slot, and

transmits the generated new radio link synchronization

signal to the mobile station (step S107). In addition, the

control circuit transmits the new radio link designation

signal to the mobile station via the old radio link so as

to notify the frequency and the time-slot of the new radio

link (step S109).

Then. the control circuit of the mobile station
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notifies the notified new frequency and time—slot to the

transceiver circuit of the mobile station such that this

transceiver circuit switches the frequency and time—slot to

the notified new frequency and time-slot (step S111). Then,

this transceiver circuit receives the new radio link

synchronization signal transmitted from the transceiver

circuit of the base station to carry out the

synchronization establishing processing for the new radio

link (step S113), so as to establish the new radio link

synchronization on the mobile station side and the base

station side (steps S115 and S117).

When this synchronization is established, the base

station stops the signal transmission to the old wire link,

and releases the old wire link and radio link (step S119).

Then, the communication through the newly set up radio link

is started.

Now, in contrast to the intra—base station radio link

switching in the TDMA—FDMA system in which it suffices to

change only the radio section parameters given by the

frequency and the time-slot, the above described

conventional intra—base station radio link switching in the

mobile communication system uses two transceiver circuits

on the mobile station side and the base station side, so

that it also becomes necessary to change the wire link

connected with the transceiver circuit of the base station

side, and for this reason the switching processing is

considerably more complicated.

In order to eliminate the necessity for changing the

wire link, it is necessary to switch the radio section

parameters within one and the same transceiver circuit.

Here, in a case of switching the radio section parameters

within one and the same transceiver circuit, if the

switching timings are different at the base station side

and the mobile station side, there is a high probability

for the breaking of the communication over a considerable
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